
The key to life  
is balance.
Sleep is 
no different.



The key to life is 
balance. Sleep is  
no different.
The balance of body temperature. The 
balance between comfort and support. 
The balance in any sleep position. The 
balance between sleeping and relaxing.

Find your balance and experience deep, 
restorative sleep with a Body Balance 
mattress by A.H. Beard.

Cool to touch fabric provides an 
instant cooling effect on the skin. It 

helps you fall asleep more quickly and 
maintain optimal sleeping comfort.

The balance of body 
temperature with 

cool to touch



Mattress Models

Maya
19 cm

Deva
26 cm

Nada
20 cm

Prasada
22 cm

Lotus
30 cm

The balance between comfort and support
The luxurious Body Balance memory foam provides 
excellent pressure relief and comfort. It cradles the 
curves of your body, evenly distributing body weight and 
alleviating pressure points for a more comfortable sleep.

The balance in any sleep position
Body Balance memory foam conforms to your body shape 
in any sleeping position. This individual contouring results 
in minimal partner disturbance, and a more restful sleep 
through the night.

Find your ideal position for sleeping or 
relaxing or even indulge in a soothing 
massage. Each Body Balance mattress is 
adjustable base friendly, allowing you to 
reach your optimal level of comfort whether 
you’re sleeping or simply relaxing.

The balance between 
sleeping and relaxing
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Single
920mm X 
1880mm

Long Single
920mm X 
2030mm

King Single
1070mm X 
2030mm

Double
1370mm X 
1880mm

Queen
1530mm X 
2030mm

King
1830mm X 
2030mm

Super King
2030mm X 
2030mm

Note: Maya mattress is available in Long Single and Queen sizes only

Proudly Australian Made and Owned
Proudly family owned since 1899, A.H Beard has been pioneering innovative sleep solutions for five 
generations. All of our beds are manufactured in Australia by hundreds of passionate employees who 
are committed to making mattresses that ensure you get a great night’s sleep, night after night.


